
Donu� Men�
1380 Garnet Ave, 92109, San Diego, US, S San Diego, United States

(+1)8589002012,(+1)8582634158

The restaurant from S San Diego offers 10 different dishes and drinks on the card at an average $3.1. What
Doris Newton Skinner likes about Donut:

The donuts are the best. They are bigger than normal sized donuts. And they taste amazing. I highly recommend
this as a must go to place if you are wanting donuts. read more. The premises on site are wheelchair accessible
and can also be used with a wheelchair or physical limitations. What LorraineGadsden doesn't like about Donut:
Offers a wide variety of vegan donuts. We tried all (but one) of the vegan donuts they offered that day. They were

all fine, but not exactly my cup of tea. To be fair, I don't love donuts and prefer more traditional flavors but my
boyfriend loved them, so I will give Donut Bar 3 stars. The salted donut we had was very very salty, but it could

have been an off donut. Not the best vegan donuts in San Diego, but a conte... read more. The large diversity of
coffee and tea specialties makes a visit to Donut even more worthwhile, In addition, the cocktail menu that is

offered in this established eatery is impressive. It offers a diverse selection of beers from the region and the
whole world. After the meal (or during it), you can also relax at the bar with a alcoholic or non-alcoholic drink, The
successful fusion of different dishes with fresh and partially daring ingredients is highly valued by the customers -

a good example of Asian Fusion.
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No� alcoholi� drink�
BOTTLED WATER $1.5

P�z�
HOMER $3.0

Ic� crea�*
VANILLA

Mai�
OLD FASHIONED ORIGINAL $2.0

Ho� drink�
TEA

Bar�
BOSTON CREME BAR $4.0

Mil�-base� beverage�
NUTELLA OVERLOAD $4.0

Cak� Donut�
TRIPLE CHOCOLATE THREAT $3.0

Restauran� Categor�
VEGAN

Popular Item�
VANILLA BEAN GLAZED $3.0

MAPLE BACON BAR $4.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHOCOLATE

NUTELLA

Desser�
CRÈME BRÛLÉE $3.0

DONUTS

DONUT
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Opening Hours:
Wednesday 07:00 -14:00
Thursday 07:00 -14:00
Friday 07:00 -20:00
Saturday 08:00 -20:00
Sunday 08:00 -14:00
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